DATASTREAM NAVIGATOR 4.2
QUICK REFERENCE CARD
FREE TEXT SEARCH PAGE
Select data category. This
example uses equities.
Click for full list.

ADVANCE SEARCH PAGE
Enter the text and
press the search
button.

Click for help on where to find
different types of data series.

Select data
category.

Click
or press
<Enter> to display results.

RESULTS PAGE
Narrow down your search by filtering on
one or more (+/-) markets, sources, etc.

Click
to choose from a
list of market field.

Series the search
engine has ranked
as the best matches.
Check Dead to display series
that are no longer active.

Enter search criteria. Click
to enter more criteria.

RESULTS PAGE
Click
for more
display options.

News on changes on
Datastream.

Preview pane with chart and
metadata for the series.

Click
to display
a chart of the
series.

Set number of series to display per page.
You can display up to 100 per page.

Click Explorer to see the
position of the series in the
Explorer tree.

Select to see
related indices and
lists.

DATASTREAM NAVIGATOR 4.2
EXPLORER PAGE

DATATYPE SEARCH PAGE
Select data
category.
Click for full
list.

Select All node in the
hierarchy to search all
datatypes, or select a
lower node to search
only on this specific
category.

Enter one or
more criteria and
press the search
button.

Click the Explore link to open
Explorer option.

RESULTS PAGE
Re-display previously reviewed
explorers and searches.

Click to display the Preview.

Click to display the
definition of the
datatype.

Re-order by start
date, rank, etc.
@Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.

Select if you want to use
similar names such as’ sales’
or ‘revenue’ or for datatypes
using two words in
descriptions such as ‘key’
and ‘assets’ to display the
Worldscope asset items
available in all Datastream
clients.

Definitions are
displayed on the
same page.

